Hearing Everything,
Changes Everything.

MAXIMIZING INSTRUCTION
THROUGH AUDIO

Who We Are
TeachLogic® is an education technology company specializing
in wireless microphones and classroom audio systems. Our
advanced infrared technology equips an entire room with “Sound
Field amplification” without interference in adjacent rooms.
TeachLogic systems are designed for a wide variety of applications:
classrooms, training rooms, meeting rooms, and more.

Amplify learning outcomes.
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TeachLogic combines its technical expertise in the science of
enhancing voice clarity with the development of practical,
affordable audio systems in order to support educators
worldwide by improving classroom communication.

OUR MISSION
STATEMENT
TeachLogic® enhances
voice clarity for
educators and their
students in classrooms
worldwide through
the development of
accessible, easy to use,
wireless microphone
and instructional audio
systems specifically
engineered for the
learning environment.

Why Choose TeachLogic?
Proven: For over 25 years, TeachLogic has designed
and developed specialized instructional audio
systems for use by educators. Our products have been
installed in over 65,000 classrooms worldwide.

Practical: Our best-in-class audio systems are known for
their long-term reliability. All TeachLogic products utilize
high-quality components and are forward and backward
compatible with most Audio-Visual equipment, assistive
technology, and page, fire, and security alert systems.

Primary: TeachLogic instructional audio systems
are the foundation of EdTech because they are the
first step in maximizing the basic verbal connection
between educators and pupils, resulting in higher
student retention rates and improved test scores.

TeachLogic, LLC
www.teachlogic.com
info@teachlogic.com
P: 760-631-7800

Productive: We make all TeachLogic products easy to
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install, with minimal wiring and simple connectors. Quick
installation and a user friendly interface means that our systems
are ready to use sooner and are used more consistently.
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A “TEACHER VOICE” CANNOT OVERCOME
THE BARRIERS TO LEARNING

BARRIERS TO

LISTENING
Most classrooms are noisy environments with poor listening conditions. A
teacher’s voice volume decreases by almost 30% by the back of the room.
This is why the average student listening accuracy is 80%–a B-grade.

To be heard, teachers raise their voices to project
words, but this creates problems.
PROBLEM #1
PROJECTION OFTEN DECREASES
INTELLIGIBILITY.

PROBLEM #2

60%
70%
80%

THIS LEADS TO HEALTH
ISSUES OVER TIME.
Percentage of teachers that
experience voice related health
issues during a school year.
Percentage of the school
day spent engaged in
listening activities.

COVID simply made an
existing problem worse.
Removing physical barriers
like masks and shields
doesn’t remove these
pre-existing barriers.

Average listening accuracy
of students under normal
classroom configuration.

Sound decreases 6 dB every time distance doubles. Even a loud “teacher voice” is too low by the second row.
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TEACHERS USE THEIR NATURAL VOICE
AND ARE CLEARLY HEARD FROM
EVERY SEAT IN CLASS AND ONLINE

HEARING EVERYTHING

CHANGES EVERYTHING
TeachLogic® instructional audio systems are specifically engineered for the
learning environment. They create the ideal range for sound intelligibility
and eliminate the educator’s need to raise (project) their voice.

TeachLogic® enhances and distributes a teacher’s voice
equally throughout the classroom, improving the student
learning experience while minimizing voice strain.

The voice is a teacher’s most powerful teaching tool, but it also needs to
be protected. Using a microphone allows the teacher to speak naturally
and to be heard more precisely, no matter where they are located.

THE IDEAL SYSTEM FOR
SOUND INTELLIGIBILITY:

Average Room Noise Level: ~50 dB

GOOD
Amplify wireless microphones and
multimedia audio sources.

Level Students Need to Clearly Hear Audio: +15 dB above the noise (~65 dB)
Wireless
microphone
for clarity

BETTER

+

65dB

65dB

Amplify audio and support
assistive listening systems,
lesson capture recording, and
hybrid/hyflex teaching.

65dB

Amplifier for
volume

3 Feet

6 Feet

12 Feet

24 Feet

NO MASK

65 dB

65 dB

65 dB

65 dB

N95 MASK

65 dB

65 dB

65 dB

65 dB

2-LAYER CLOTH MASK

65 dB

65 dB

65 dB

65 dB

+

Speakers
to evenly
distribute
the sound
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BEST
Amplify audio and support
instructional technologies, plus
integrate page, fire alarm, and
security alert systems to maintain
life safety and communications.

The ideal system distributes audio evenly throughout the room to create equitable access for all listeners.
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WHICH SOUND FIELD SYSTEM
IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

CHART OF OUR

SYSTEMS

Contact us if you need
help finding a solution.

Select the amplifer/receiver features you prefer and then simply add
matching accessories to complete your system.

NON-AMPLIFIED
MICROPHONE SYSTEMS

AMPLIFIED CLASSROOM AUDIO SYSTEMS

# Mics supported
# Audio inputs
# Line outputs
Watts
# Speakers supported*
Computer anti-hum
Page Mute
Fire alarm input
Security alert interface
RS-232 compatible
Lesson capture output
Asst’d listening output (ALS)
EQ
Sleep mode
Digital Feedback Guard
Remote control panel
Bluetooth
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FULL FEATURES:
AUDIO + COMMUNICATIONS

FOR LARGE ROOMS
UP TO 8 SPEAKERS

STANDARD CLASSROOM SYSTEM

REMOTE CONTROL/PLENUM SOLUTION

ENTRY LEVEL
SYSTEM

PORTABLE
SOLUTION

ADD 1 MIC TO EXISTING AMP
& SPEAKERS

ADD 2 MICS TO EXISTING
AMP & SPEAKERS

MAXIM™ III
IMA-520

SPECTRUM™ III
IMA-820

FORUM™ 232
IMA-232

MATRIX™
IMA-120

VOICELINK™ PLUS
IMA-100

QUANTUM™ II
IRQ-360

VOICELINK™ I
IR-100

VOICELINK™ III
IR-255

2
4
2
50
4

2
4
2
100
8

2
2
2
50
4

2
2
1
50
4

1
1
0
20
4

2
1
1
30
2

1
1
1

2
2
1

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

5 Band

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

5 Band

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

3 Band

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

Tone

✔
Tone

✔
✔
✔
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Distributed Audio Solutions

Matrix™

Maxim™

The Matrix™ is ideal for any room
where the amplifier needs to be out of
sight. It connects to the same ceiling
sensor and speakers as our other
user friendly systems connect to.

The Maxim™ is our premier digital
amplifier. It includes features to
amplify instructional audio sources
and life safety integrations to make
all school communications heard,
including pages, fire alarms, and
security alerts. When paired with
wireless microphones, the Maxim™
is the teacher’s best instructional
aid for lesson comprehension
and on-task behavior.

With a simple CAT-5 cable, the
TeachLogic® CPS-121 (or CPR-125) wall
controller manages the audio sources
and volume levels so that the amplifier
can be installed somewhere secure.

2 AUDIO
INPUTS

4 AUDIO
INPUTS

2 MICS

RS-232

SECURITY
ALERT

FIRE
ALARM

PAGE
MUTE

FEEDBACK
GUARD

ASSISTED
LISTENING
COMPATIBLE

MOBILE CART
COMPATIBLE

2 MICS

PAGE
MUTE

SECURITY
ALERT

FEEDBACK
GUARD

ASSISTED
LISTENING
COMPATIBLE

MOBILE CART
COMPATIBLE

VIDEO
CONFERENCING
COMPATIBLE

BLUETOOTH®

CPS-121 Wall-Mounted
Control Panel >

VIDEO
CONFERENCING
COMPATIBLE

Controls the Matrix™ audio sources
and adds Bluetooth® to your system.

Spectrum™
Forum™

The Spectrum™ is our most
powerful amplifier, suitable for
use in large learning spaces up
to 2500 sq ft. It has the same
feature set as the Maxim™
and 2x the power (100 W).

The Forum™ is our entry level amplifier,
ideal for learning spaces up to 1600
sq ft. This amplifier/receiver/mixer
combo supports 2 infrared wireless
microphones and 3 audio inputs. It is
suitable for virtually any installation
location including on a moible cart.

When paired with wireless
microphones, the Spectrum™
ensures that crystal clear sound is
delivered to every seat in the room.

4 AUDIO
INPUTS
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2 MICS

RS-232

SECURITY
ALERT

FIRE
ALARM

PAGE
MUTE

FEEDBACK
GUARD

ASSISTED
LISTENING
COMPATIBLE

MOBILE CART
COMPATIBLE

VIDEO
CONFERENCING
COMPATIBLE

3 AUDIO
INPUTS

2 MICS

FEEDBACK
GUARD

ASSISTED
LISTENING
COMPATIBLE

MOBILE CART
COMPATIBLE

VIDEO
CONFERENCING
COMPATIBLE
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Portable/Mobile Audio Solutions

Voice Lift Solution

Quantum™ II

VoiceLink™ I

The Quantum™ II is a self-contained
instructional audio system designed
for portable or permanent use. Two
wireless microphones can be used
simultaneously—one for the teacher and
one handheld for student participation.
Its powerful 30-watt amplifier can be
expanded to 50 watts of total output
when connected to an additional 8 ohm
speaker. Also, multiple units can be used
concurrently to expand room coverage.

A preamp receiver that supports infrared wireless
microphones and classroom audio sources.
TV / Interactive Whiteboard

ALD / Lesson Capture

(3.5mm audio cable)

The VoiceLink™ I preamp receiver will expand your
existing sound system to include voice lift via an
infrared wireless microphone. It can be plugged into
an existing power amplifier or the input of a sound
system so the teacher’s voice will be clearly heard
throughout the room. In addition, the auxiliary input on
the front panel allows the input of an additional audio
device to supplement the instructional program. The
VoiceLink™ I can be used to receive wireless transmission
from our IRT-66 AirLink™ mobile cart transmitter.

Not included

Laptop
WEIGHT | 4 LB 4 OZ

SIZE | 6.25” W x 14” H x 4.75” D

(USB power cord)

WEIGHT | 6.0 OZ

30W AMPLIFIER

2 MICROPHONES

TONE CONTROL

1 AUDIO INPUT

1 AUDIO OUTPUT

MOBILE CART
COMPATIBLE

1 MICROPHONE

1 AUDIO INPUT

1 AUDIO OUTPUT

MOBILE CART
COMPATIBLE

VIDEO
CONFERENCING
COMPATIBLE

VIDEO
CONFERENCING
COMPATIBLE

IRT-66 AirLink™
Mobile Display Transmitter

Every TeachLogic system is mobile cart ready. Simply connect
our IRT-66 AirLink™ transmitter to the TV’s USB power and
audio output, and the mobile display will transmit through the
TeachLogic audio system. This works with all installed TeachLogic systems, but can also be added to almost any existing
audio system.

Mobile Cart Solutions
Solution 1:

Solution 2:

Wirelessly connect to any TeachLogic classroom audio
system using our IRT-66 AirLink™ transmitter.

Connect our VoiceLink™ I receiver to any non
TeachLogic audio system, then wirelessly transmit
from our IRT-66 AirLink™ transmitter.
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Sounding better isn’t a thing of the past.
Our systems utilize infrared technology with higher definition audio
and greater frequency response than the closest competition.
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ABOUT OUR WIRELESS

Speakers

MICROPHONES

Evenly distribute sound to every seat in the classroom.
We specialize in infrared wireless microphones and
audio systems for learning environments.

Sapphire ™

ICS-55
Ceiling Sensor

The vocal clarity of
the Sapphire™ is
unsurpassed. It boasts
high level output,
reliable connectivity
and exceptional
definition. It functions
as either a neck worn
or handheld mic.

The ceiling sensor receives the IR transmission from the
microphones and sends it to the amplifier/receiver via its
plenum-rated RCA cable. Six large detecting diodes, each with
a “fisheye” lens provide 360° coverage while minimizing the
required transmission distance of the microphone for more
reliable performance.

CEILING MOUNT SPEAKERS
WITH TILE BRIDGE (SP-628)

LAY-IN PANEL WITH FULL
RANGE SPEAKER (SP-628L)

WALL MOUNT SPEAKERS
WITH BRACKET (SP-2000)

Full range speaker with a 6.5” woofer
and a high frequency dome tweeter for
wide dispersion of critical “consonant”
frequencies. Speaker is enclosed in a
sealed metal backcan with plenum rating.

Same SP-628 speaker mounted on a
quarter ceiling panel with T-bar attached
for labor saving installation. Heavy
duty, powder coated for buzz free
performance. Ideal for design continuity.

Two-way speaker with a 5.25” woofer
and a 1” high frequency mylar dome
tweeter housed in a port-tuned enclosure.
Extended bass response for full, rich
sound. Flexible use as wall mounted
or bookshelf/tabletop speakers.

Handheld
Borrowing from the world of studio recording where
crystal clear sound is a must, the Sapphire™ pendant
microphone is the clearest and best sounding teacher
microphone available. At 1.4 oz, the Sapphire is also
the lightest teacher microphone in its class. Worn
on a lanyard and powered for up to 8 hours by a
rechargeable battery, it’s perfect for daily use.
Wearing a wireless microphone allows the teacher to move
freely around the room but sound just a few feet away.

WEIGHT | 1.4 OZ

SIZE | 3.5” H

8 HOUR RUNTIME

3.5 MM INPUT

SECURITY ALERT

Wireless handheld
microphone for all
TeachLogic® infrared
audio systems.

Add these convenient accessories to create the
perfect storage solution for system components.

The handheld microphone/transmitter is used primarily
by students for interactive class participation. This sturdy,
powerful tool can help students gain confidence when
presenting or reading aloud while providing improved vocal
clarity for the benefit of other students in the classroom.
The unidirectional condenser microphone capsule reproduces
excellent vocal quality and the windscreen prevents breath
“pops”. Additionally, the ergonomic design combines user
comfort with very low handling noise. There are lightemitting diodes (LED) located both at the top and bottom
end of the handle to provide 360 degrees of transmission
and ensure connectivity within all areas of the classroom.

THE MOST COMPACT PENDANT
MICROPHONE AVAILABLE
WEIGHT | 10.3 OZ
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CONVENIENT ACCESSORIES

SIZE | 9 5/8” H

BRC-60 MICROPHONE CHARGER

SM-401 UNIVERSAL MOUNT

WC-400 WALL MOUNTING CABINET

The BRC-60 is the ideal charging
solution for TeachLogic wireless
microphones. Charges up to two
Sapphire™ pendant mics and one
IRH-35 handheld microphone.
Performs maintenance charging to
keep batteries ready for daily use.

This versatile mount, made from powder
coated steel, is designed specifically for
our amplifiers. It allows for mounting
on top of, or underneath surfaces
such as shelves, desks, or walls. Plus,
the “ears” can be bent 90 degrees for
mounting. The brackets attach to predrilled
holes in the side of the amplifier.

This low profile wall cabinet houses an
amplifier for easy but discreet access,
while the sturdy metal lid is the perfect
resting place for the BRC-60 charger.
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An instructional audio system is the most
inclusive and least disruptive solution to
learning loss because it directly helps overcome
hearing loss. No other single intervention is so
impactful for an entire classroom.

TeachLogic, LLC
info@teachlogic.com
P: 760-631-7800
teachlogic.com
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